
IRDC 2019-08-13

Country: Currency : EURO

MANDATORY SURCHARGES STATUS: AMOUNT ** :
CHARGE 

UNIT: CHARGED TO :

Airport surcharge Included in the rates Per Rental Included in the rates

Airport surcharge Included in the rates Per Rental Included in the rates

Railway surcharge Not included in the rates 15 Per Rental Charged to Driver

LAF / Road tax Does not apply in country Select Does not apply in country

Eco tax Does not apply in country Select Does not apply in country

No Show Fee Not included in the rates Charged to Driver

Turn down (by customer)
The booking amount is not 

refundable 

Winter Cover Does not apply in country Select Does not apply in country

MINIMUM / MAXIMUM AGE & 
DRIVING LICENCE 

REQUIREMENT
AGE

21 YEAR-OLD

24 YEAR-OLD

Maximum Age 75 YEAR-OLD

Minimum Driving Licence Period 1 YEAR

AMOUNT CHARGE UNIT:

Young Driver Charge 20 Per Day

Senior Driver Charge Does not exist in country

CHARGE CHARGE UNIT:

Additional driver Charge 4 EUR Per Day

INSURANCE STATUS AMOUNTS PER DAY

PAI Not included in the rates 5

ACCIDENT ADMINISTRATION FEE Not included in the rates 20
Charged to 

Driver

LIABILITY INSURANCE TO THIRD 
PARTY

STATUS

Insurance Policy Limit for bodily 
injury

Included in the rates

For property damage Included in the rates

For both Select

ONE-WAY STATUS CHARGED TO:

Domestic Not included in the rates
See ONE WAY routes & 

fees list

If other one way 
route not 

mentioned in the 
list the service is 

upon request

Charged to Driver

International Not included in the rates Charged to Driver

Cross Border driver restriction
 Comment

DELIVERY AND COLLECTION STATUS CHARGED TO:

Standard Delivery and Collection - 
During office hours

Not included in the rates Charged to Driver

AFTER HOURS  CHARGE STATUS CHARGED TO:

General charge Not included in the rates Charged to Driver

CANCELLATION FEES Not included in the rates Cancellation fees apply if cancellation will be less than 48 hours 

OPTIONAL EXTRAS 

READY SERVICE STATUS CHARGED TO:

Gereral charge Not included in the rates euros 25.- Charged to Driver
Customers have the option of selecting service via READY SERVICE in 

relation to other customers. 

Customer's full contact details such as e-
mail address and cell phone are 

mandatory in order to provide the READY 
SERVICE . 

30 EUR + 0,50 EUR additional kilometer each 
way , for a distance of maximum 20 kms from 

the rental station 
if delivery and collection out of the range of 20 kms the  charge is on request

Min 1 day of rental

STRICTLY UPON REQUEST STRICTLY UPON REQUEST 

TRAVEL OUTSIDE GREECE IS NOT ALLOWED . A penalty fee with a minimum amount of 10.000 euros will apply .                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

CHARGE REMARKS

€ 50  to all groups or the whole price of 
rental if the amount is lower 

CHARGE PER RENTAL REMARKS

CHARGE PER RENTAL REMARKS

Max insurable sum for damages to persons: € 1.220.000 per person

Max for property damages to third party  € 1.220.000 total 

20

CHARGE MINIMUM RENTAL DAYS

Charged to Driver Medical hospitalization to the driver up to the amount of € 5.000.- 

CHARGED TO: REMARKS

Charged to Driver

CHARGED TO:

CARS

EXCESS CHARGES AND REMARKS

Driver must present valid driving licence at time of rental.  ALL GROUPS

DRIVERS AGE/GROUP CONCERNED

ALL GROUPS

19-21 years for MDMR - ECMR - EDMR - EDAR  groups only . All other categories not allowed to be driven from these ages unless if a written confirmation with a 
confirmed amount exist from the Europcar team

or unless other amount agreed locally 

Drivers Licence Requirements 
***

Drivers must present a valid driving licence under their name upon arrival to the rental station . 

MANDATORY : Customers out of EU with a non authorized new driving license from EU ,  are obliged to present an INTERNATIONAL DRIVING LICENSE upon arriving to the rental station.  
Old european driving licenses are not accepted. 	

Minimum Age

MDMR / ECMR / EDMR / EDAR /HMMR

ALL OTHER SIPPS except of certain described below

€95 to all groups or the total amount of the 
rental if lower

The NON SHOW fee apply 1 hour after the check out time for customers that pay upon arrival and at the end of the 
day before the station close for customers on pre-paid rentals 

In case of an accident due to renters liability, renter has the obligation to pay the accident aministration fee. 
The amount is not refundable .

GREECE - GR

Amounts stipulated below exclude Tax 24% to all check out destinations ( Airports , DT offices, Meet & Greet points)  
VAT may subject to change upon Government's decission with effective validity the date applicable.

REMARKS



IRDC 2019-08-13

Country: Currency : EUROGREECE - GR

EQUIPMENTS STATUS CHARGE PER DAY MAX PER RENTAL CHARGED TO: FREESELL/REQUEST STATUS REPLACEMENT AMOUNT/REMARKS

Child Seat Infant  (0 to 12 months) Not included in the rates 4 EUR 40 Charged to Driver REQUEST

Child  Seat  Baby  (1 to 3 years) Not included in the rates 4 EUR 40 Charged to Driver REQUEST

Child Seat Toddler  (4 to 7 years) Not included in the rates 4 EUR 40 Charged to Driver REQUEST

Child booster seat  (less than 135cm) Not included in the rates 4 EUR 40 Charged to Driver REQUEST

Luggage Rack Not included in the rates NA NA

Navigation System Not included in the rates 8 EUR 80 Charged to Driver REQUEST

Ski Racks Not included in the rates NA NA

Snow Chains Not included in the rates 10 EUR 100 Charged to Driver REQUEST  from November 1st till 31st March

Refuelling Service Charge Not included in the rates 20 EUR Charged to Driver REQUEST

Refuelling service charge

Dirty Car cabin upon return or to the 
outside of the car where the car 

inspection is not possilble

Lost/Damaged Key € 200.- 

The CDW excess amounts that will 
be pre-authorized from customer's 
credit card upon check out are as 
follows and are inclusive of VAT

€ 800 for MDMR, 
ECMR, EDMR,EDAR, 

HDMD, NBMR

€ 1.000 for HMMR, 
CDMR, CDMD, CDAR, 
NTMR

€ 2.000 for 
DDMR, DDMD, 
JDMR, JDAR, 
CMMR, CMAR, 
HBMR, HBAR, 
IFMR, SVMR, 
SKMR, CTMR, 
JTMR, IMMR

€ 3.000 PDMR, PDAR, 
CFAD, CFMD, SFMR, 
SFMD, SFAR, FFMR, PVMR, 
LVMR, LVAR

€ 4.000 UEAR, LDAR, XDAR, FVMR, FVAR
€ 4.500 for LFAR, FFAR and € 6.000 
XFAR 

Standard deposit amount per rental 
( vat included) if SCDW included in 
the rental or has been accepted as 

optional extra to be purchased from 
customer's credit card upon check 

out )

€ 300 

Cash deposit 

Credit Cards accepted:

Debit cards 

Accepted if the pre-
authorization of the CDW 
excess amount or the 
SCDW amount is 
authorized from the 
bank or the Debit card 
provider 

GRACE PERIOD

Travelling with the Ferry to the 
Greek islands

CDW ,  SCDW & SLDW excess 
amount is not valid for 
damages caused into the Ferry 

Country Restrictions

* Subject to Change

** Indicate Amount, even if included 
in the rates, for information.

*** Precise if International Driving 
Licence mandatory

ALL ( VISA , MASTER, DINERS ) except UNION PAY VISA or MASTER card if it is not a credit card and we cannot pre-authorize the excess amount.

€ 20.- per rental 

€ 80.- per rental 

The Collision Damage Waiver  , the Super Collision Damage Waiver and 
the Premium Coverage  do not valid  as coverages  to the following 

cases:  1) if any damages to the underside of the car, 2)  to the wheels 
& tires  3) if damages caused against to the violation of all articles 
mentioned on the Greek Traffic Low and each one of those articles 

separately of the Greek Traffic low _ Kodika Odikis Kykloforias (KOK)  
as well as to damages of self-call for traffic violation of the traffic code  

4)  damages caused upon driving to unpaved roads , 5) Driver under the 
influence of alcohol or other substances 6/ Damages to the 

windscreens .7/  None of these damages  covered from the insurance 
and the total amount of the damage cost and if needed to certain cases 
the transportation of the car from the place that the damage took place 

to the Europcar Maintenance department , should be paid  from the 
driver or the company's account that covers the rental.

1/ Traffic fines cost aplicable from the Traffic Police plus administration fees of € 20  : charged to the customer                                                                                                     
2/ Vehicle's plates collection from the Traffic Police cost € 20.-  per day with a maximum of € 400  per rental charged to the customer                                                                                       

3/ Any other fine costs applicable from the Traffic Police during the rental period charged to the customer

On request - Allowed only with a written authorization from Europcar 
Greece HQs 

OTHER  INFORMATION

NOT ALLOWED 

Europcar offers you 30 minutes grace period 
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